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Abstract
End-to-endencryption (E2EE) poses a challenge for automated
detection of harmfulmedia, such as child sexual abusematerial
and extremist content. The predominant approach at present,
perceptual hash matching, is not viable because in E2EE a
communications service cannot access user content.

In this work, we explore the technical feasibility of privacy-
preserving perceptual hash matching for E2EE services. We
begin by formalizing the problem space and identifying fun-
damental limitations for protocols. Next, we evaluate the
predictive performance of common perceptual hash functions
to understand privacy risks to E2EE users and contextualize
errors associated with the protocols we design.
Our primary contribution is a set of constructions for

privacy-preserving perceptual hash matching. We design and
evaluate client-side constructions for scenarios where disclos-
ing the set of harmful hashes is acceptable. We then design and
evaluate interactive protocols that optionally protect the hash
set and do not disclose matches to users. The constructions that
we propose are practical for deployment on mobile devices
and introduce a limited additional risk of false negatives.

1 Introduction
The trend toward end-to-end encryption (E2EE) in pop-

ular messaging services [1], such as Apple iMessage [2],
WhatsApp [3], Facebook Messenger [4], and Signal [5], has
immense benefits. E2EE limits access to communications
content to just the parties, providing a valuable defense against
security threats, privacy risks, and—in some jurisdictions—
illegitimate surveillance and other human rights abuses.
Adoption of E2EE does, however, come at a significant

societal cost. A small proportion of users share harmful me-
dia, such as child sexual abuse material (CSAM), terrorist
recruiting imagery, and most recently dangerous disinforma-
tion about causes of and cures for COVID-19 [6–9]. Present
E2EE deployments do not support the predominant methods
for automatically identifying this content.

For over a decade, popular platforms have relied on percep-
tual hash matching (PHM) to efficiently respond to harmful
media [10]. PHM systems use perceptual hash functions
(PHFs) to deterministically map media—most commonly
images—to a space where proximity reflects perceptual simi-
larity. PHFs are designed to be robust against common trans-
formations, including geometric transformations, noise, and

compression [11–19]. When a user shares media, a PHM
system computes the perceptual hash and compares the value
to a set of known hashes for harmful content. If the computed
value is close to a hash in the set, the platform flags the user’s
media for a content moderation response.
In the United States, the National Center for Missing and

Exploited Children (NCMEC) coordinates several datasets
of known CSAM perceptual hashes, totaling millions of im-
ages [20, 21]. Similar CSAM hash clearinghouses exist in
other countries, including the U.K. [22] and Canada [23].
The Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT),
a coalition of technology firms, facilitates sharing tens of
thousands of perceptual hashes for extremist material [24].
Because E2EE services by design do not have access to

communications content, they cannot compute and compare
perceptual hashes of user media. Law enforcement and civil
society stakeholders worldwide have responded by pressing for
a moratorium on E2EE adoption and “lawful access” schemes
for encrypted communications [25–27].

In this work, we explore the technical feasibility of a middle
ground: can an E2EE service take content moderation action
against media thatmatches a perceptual hash set,without learn-
ing about non-harmful content, optionally without learning
about harmful content, and optionally without disclosing the
hash set? Our contributions to the literature, and the structure
of the paper, are as follows:

• We formalize the problem of detecting perceptual hash
matches in E2EE communications: private exact mem-
bership computation (PEMC) and private approximate
membership computation (PAMC). We also describe
limitations in the problem formulation, including both
technical constraints and serious policy concerns that
cannot be resolved through technical means (Section 2).

• We evaluate commonly used PHFs for predictive perfor-
mance, so that we can both characterize the added privacy
risk to E2EE communications from PHM false positives
and contextualize the additional false negatives associ-
ated with certain of our protocol designs (Section 4).

• We evaluate client-side PEMC and PAMCdesigns,which
are straightforward and practical for deployments where
the set of perceptual hashes is not sensitive (Section 5).

• We design and evaluate novel interactive protocols for
PEMC and PAMC (Section 6). Our protocols consist of
four steps: bucketizing PHF values for efficient lookup
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Figure 1: An overview of our protocols for privacy-preserving perceptual hash matching in E2EE communications.

(Section 7), private information retrieval for PHF buck-
ets (Section 8), private equality testing (Section 9), and
finally (for PAMC only) private threshold comparison
(Section 10). Figure 1 depicts our overall protocol design.
After presenting each step, we complete our protocols
for PEMC and PAMC (Section 11), then describe our im-
plementation and provide benchmarks (Section 12). The
protocols that we propose are practical for deployment
on mobile devices and, in PAMC, introduce limited false
negatives beyond those inherent in PHFs.

The paper concludes with a discussion of related work (Sec-
tion 13) and directions for future study.

2 Problem Formulation
We begin by explaining current PHM systems, using an

abstraction (Section 2.1). Next, we formalize a set of prop-
erties for privacy-preserving PHM in E2EE communication
(Section 2.2). Finally, we describe limitations of the problem
formulation and our protocol designs (Section 2.3).

2.1 Perceptual Hash Matching

Current PHM systems function, abstractly, as follows.1 A
user (generically the Client) possesses media that they wish to
share via a communications service (generically the Server).
The Client transmits the media to the Server with transport
encryption, and the Server receives the media in plaintext.
The Server then applies a k-bit perceptual hash func-

tion PHFk(·) to the media, generating the perceptual hash
x = PHFk(media) ∈ {0,1}k .2 The PHF preserves perceptual
similarity between images as locality in the hash space, with
robustness against common media transformations [11–19].
Most PHFs rely on the Hamming distance metric dH (·, ·) to
quantify perceptual similarity between hashes, and the Server

1We generalize current PHM systems for clarity of presentation. Imple-
mentation specifics vary across communications services.

2We use k = 256 throughout this work, consistent with the state of the art
in image PHFs [18].

selects a fixed similarity threshold δH < k for identifying
nearly identical media.
Informally, a perceptual hash is a special type of locality-

sensitive hash (LSH) [28, 29] that preserves similarity not
only within hash buckets, but also across hash buckets.3 If the
Client’s media is perceptually nearly identical to media with
hash value y, with high probability dH (x,y) ≤ δH . Otherwise,
with high probability dH (x,y) > δH .

After computing the perceptual hash x, the Server compares
x to a set of k-bit perceptual hashes for media known to be
harmful, B ⊆ {0,1}k .4 Some PHM deployments require an
exact hash match: the Server identifies media as harmful if
x ∈ B.5 In other deployments, the Server uses approximate
hash matching: the Server identifies media as harmful if
∃y ∈ B such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH .6

If there is a perceptual hashmatch, the Server takes a content
moderation action in response. The action could range from
displaying a warning, to terminating the Client’s account, to
sharing the Client’s identity with law enforcement [30].

Privacy Properties. Current PHM implementations de-
pend on Server access to the Client’s media, so that the Server
can both compute x and compare x to hashes in B. We refer to
confidentiality for the Client’s media and x as client privacy.
We consider these values as equivalent in privacy sensitivity
because x may have a known preimage (e.g., an image that
has been publicly shared) and because PHF constructions
typically leak information about media content [31].

3We do not offer a more formal definition of PHFs as a subset of LSHs,
because LSHs usually incorporate a quantitative measure for similarity across
inputs and are accompanied by a proof of matching probabilities.

4We assume in this abstracted system that B exclusively contains harm-
ful media. As we discuss in Section 2.3, communications services and
governments can use PHM for problematic purposes, and some already do.

5In deployments where a Server seeks to identify exact media file matches,
it might use a cryptographic hash rather than a perceptual hash. We use
perceptual hashes throughout this work for simplicity. The exact matching
protocols that we design are compatible with cryptographic hashes.

6Exact hash matching is equivalent to approximate matching with δH = 0.
We treat exact matching separately in this work because more efficient
client-side constructions and interactive protocols are available.
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PHM systems also conceal the hash set B from the Client,
by comparing hash values exclusively Server-side. We refer
to confidentiality for B as server privacy. Maintaining server
privacy is especially important for CSAM and other unlawful
content, because revealing the hash set could enable evasion,
disclose investigative techniques, or create legal liability.7
PHM reveals the existence of a perceptual hash match to

the Server, because the Server compares x to hashes in B.
The Server can then optionally disclose a match to the Client.
We refer to a protocol that discloses a match to the Server as
server-revealing, and we refer to a protocol that discloses a
match to the Client as client-revealing. Both properties have
privacy implications. If the Server learns about a match, that
reveals information about the media and x. If the Client learns
about a match, that reveals information about B.
Security Model. PHM systems are fundamentally limited

to semi-honest security, because they depend on perceptual
hashing of media content. Parties could collude to conceal
media content (e.g., by encrypting media) or take advantage
of how PHFs are imperfect approximations of perceptual sim-
ilarity (e.g., by applying transformations that PHFs miss). We
provide additional explanation of why PHM lacks malicious
security in Appendix A. While the security model might strike
some readers as lax, PHM has proven valuable for identifying
Clients who share harmful content either unknowingly or
without technical sophistication. Communications services,
law enforcement agencies, and child safety groups all rely on
widely deployed PHM today [25–27].

2.2 Privacy-Preserving Perceptual Hash Matching
Our goal in this work is to adapt PHM for E2EE com-

munications services. We develop protocols with predictive
performance very similar to PHM, additional privacy proper-
ties, and an equivalent security model. Formally, we provide
efficient solutions to two closely related problems, which we
collectively term private membership computation (PMC).
Definition 2.1. Private Exact Membership Computation
(PEMC). The Client inputs x and the Server inputs B. A
P-revealing protocol outputs to party P (Client or Server)
whether x ∈ B while maintaining client privacy.8
Definition 2.2. Private Approximate Membership Com-
putation (PAMC). The Client inputs x and the Server inputs
B. A P-revealing protocol outputs to party P whether ∃y ∈ B
such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH while maintaining client privacy.

Our interactive PEMC protocol fully satisfies the definition
above. Our interactive PAMC construction slightly departs
from the definition—the design induces a small probability
of false negatives, which we evaluate in Section 7.2.

7Distribution of certain types of harmful content can be unlawful, and
some platforms have expressed concern that disclosing perceptual hashes
might give rise to liability for distributing the hashed content. We do not take
a position on whether these concerns are substantiated.

8A client-revealing PEMC protocol is the same as the private membership
test/query protocols that have been studied in prior work (Section 13).

Privacy Properties. We guarantee client privacy in the
PMC protocols that we propose. The very purpose of E2EE is
to maintain the confidentiality of the Client’s message content
(i.e., the media and x) with respect to the Server. We prove
client privacy at each step of our protocols.
We develop constructions both with and without server

privacy. In some applications, such as providing the Client
with disinformation warnings, the Server might not consider
the hash set B sensitive and might be willing to disclose B to
the Client. We evaluate efficient client-side constructions for
these applications in Section 5. Our work primarily focuses
on interactive protocols that guarantee server privacy, and we
prove the property at every step of our protocols.
Each of the interactive protocols that we design is option-

ally server-revealing or client-revealing, since there may be
scenarios (disinformation warnings again being an example)
where content moderation logic could be located with the
Client and the Server does not need notice of a match. We
focus on server-revealing designs in the main text, and we
present client-revealing constructions in Appendix E. Our
protocol designs, like PHM, are independent of the content
moderation action that occurs in response to a match.

Security Model. The PMC protocols that we present have,
overall, the same semi-honest security model as PHM. As with
PHM, parties could evade detection by concealing content or
exploiting PHF inaccuracy. We provide further discussion of
the security model in Appendix A.

2.3 Limitations
The problems that we formulate, and the protocols that we

propose to solve those problems, have significant limitations.
First, our problem formulation assumes that E2EE services

would use PHM to counter harmful media, such as CSAM and
extremist content. But a service could use PHM for other pur-
poses. Platforms could, for example, use the constructions we
describe to implement censorship or illegitimate surveillance—
andmight be compelled by a government that is not committed
to free speech and the rule of law. Some platforms already rely
on PHM for these purposes (e.g., [32]). While future work
may be able to partially increase confidence that the hash set
B exclusively contains harmful media (see Section 14), at
base some entity or entities will have to curate and validate B.
This lack of trust may be insurmountable, and readers who
consider implementing the constructions we describe should
carefully weigh the policy and ethics implications.

Second, there is a risk of false positives inherent in PHM—
with low probability, a Client’s media will match a value in
the hash set even though there is no perceptual similarity. In
these instances, an innocent E2EE Client may—depending
on the content moderation response—lose communications
confidentiality, have their account terminated, or become the
subject of a law enforcement inquiry. We evaluate the pre-
dictive performance of PHFs in Section 4.9 While our PMC

9The false positive rate depends on the nature of the Client media, the
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constructions do not induce additional false positives beyond
PHM, some readers may find the current level of false positives
inadequate for deployment in E2EE communications.10
Third, the constructions that we propose would inherently

increase the attack surface forE2EE services. Implementations
could have security errors, and if an adversary were able to
access the backend for a server-revealing protocol, they could
manipulate B to extract a subset of communications content.
Fourth, implementation of the constructions we propose

could have adverse consequences for international relations.
A choice to implement in a democratic jurisdiction could
undermine human rights abroad, by weakening arguments in
favor of E2EE services, providing new arguments in favor of
PHM systems, or equipping governments with new tools for
censorship and surveillance. Implementation could also have
economic harms; if a jurisdiction required hash matching, that
could undermine the competitiveness of domestic services.

Fifth, our constructions do not protect PHF algorithms. We
believe this is a reasonable choice, since most PHF algorithms
are public (including Facebook PDQ [18, 33]), and since there
is no advantage to an adversary in gaming a PHF rather than
encrypting media before sending it with a messaging app.
We emphatically do not take a position on whether E2EE

services should adopt the constructions we propose, especially
given the significant risks to user privacy and security, the
challenge for international human rights, and the feasibility of
circumvention. We are particularly concerned about whether
the level of trust required in B is attainable through technical
or legal means. The goal of our work is to constructively
explore the tradeoffs of a possible direction for encryption
policy, similar to recent proposals on law enforcement access
to encrypted devices [34–36] and messages [37, 38].

3 Notation and Primitives
3.1 Notation
For ease of exposition, we fix some notation. For positive

integer n, we use [n] to denote the set {0, . . . ,n − 1}. We
denote the Hamming distance between two k-bit strings as
dH : {0,1}k ×{0,1}k→ [k +1]. For integer m, we denote [·]m
as reduction modulo m. We denote the next (ceiling), previous
(floor) and nearest integer to x as dxe, bxc, and bxe respectively.
These functions are applied coefficient-wise to polynomials.
We denote the bitstring of i zeroes as 0i .

The protocol notation (Po,Co,So) ← Protocol(Pi,Ci,Si) de-
notes that the Server and Client run protocol Protocol with
public input Pi , Client input Ci and Server input Si . At the
end of the protocol, values in Po are public while the Client
and Server receive outputs Co and So respectively.

The term privacy and its derivatives refer to computational
privacy, unless otherwise qualified (such as statistical privacy).

hash set B, the PHF, and the similarity threshold δH .
10Our PAMC design slightly decreases PHM false positives, for the same

reason that it slightly induces false negatives (see Section 7.2).

3.2 Primitives
We briefly introduce primitives here and provide further

details in Appendix B.
Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren (BFV) Cryptosystem. The

BFV cryptosystem is an asymmetric fully homomorphic
encryption (FHE) scheme based on the hardness of the ring
learning with errors (RLWE) problem [39, 40]. Plaintexts are
polynomials from the quotient ring Z[X]/(Xn +1) with n, a
power of 2, and coefficients modulo t.

Our proposed protocols also require a distributed variant of
the BFV cryptosystem. The two parties can jointly generate an
aggregated public key pkagg for encryption.11 Either party can
encrypt data using pkagg but no single party can decrypt it. At a
later time in the protocol, the two parties can jointly re-encrypt
a ciphertext encrypted under pkagg to one decipherable by
skc or sks. This collective key switching protocol allows a
delegated party (in our case, the Server) to decrypt the final
result of the protocol. We recall key aggregation and collective
key switching for BFV in Appendix B, Figure 5 [41, 43, 44].

Finally, we define the following packings (embeddings) of
k-bit strings a = a1 · · ·ak into polynomials in Rt [44, 45].

FHE.Pack1(a) =
k−1∑
i=0

ai xi FHE.Pack2(a) = a0−

k−1∑
i=1

ai xn−i

Weuse these packings to construct a privateHamming distance
protocol, which we introduce in Section 9.2.

ElGamal Cryptosystem. The ElGamal cryptosystem is an
asymmetric partially homomorphic encryption (PHE) scheme
[46]. For semantic security, it is defined over cyclic groups in
which solving the decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) problem
is hard. Using elliptic curve groups over finite fields yields
both computational and communication efficiency gains [47].
We denote PHE.Add and PHE.SMul as+E and×E respectively.

Privacy-Preserving Comparison. The millionaires’ prob-
lem or privacy-preserving comparison (PPC), first formalized
by Yao in 1982, is a foundational puzzle of secure multiparty
computation. In the canonical formulation of the problem, two
millionaires with wealth w1 and w2 respectively wish to find
out who is richer (i.e., compute whether w1 < w2 or w1 ≥ w2)
while keeping their wealth values private [48]. We recall a
recent PPC protocol based on commutative encryption from
Liu et al. in Appendix B [49]. The protocol is marginally
slower than the fastest two-party PPC protocol (from Damgård
et al. [50]) but requires a third of the total communication.

4 PHF Predictive Performance
Before turning to PMC constructions, we evaluate com-

monly used PHFs for predictive performance.12 The evaluation

11The parties can generate aggregated relinearization keys, as in [41].
We describe a protocol for generating aggregated Galois keys by adapting
techniques from Chen et. al and Mouchet et. al in Appendix B [41, 42].

12We use the term predictive performance in our evaluation for concision.
To be precise,we evaluate the extent to which PHFs cluster perceptually similar
images and spread out dissimilar images in hash space. These properties,
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Table 1: The content of our image dataset.

Type Sources Count
Objects Microsoft COCO [51] 328,045
Faces Wikipedia and IMDB [52] 357,994
Social Media Instagram, Twitter, and Flickr [53–55] 2,846,748

provides context for both the privacy risk that PHM false pos-
itives pose for E2EE communications and the additional false
negatives associatedwith our PAMC construction. We conduct
the evaluation by compiling an image dataset, then examin-
ing the perceptual hash Hamming distance distributions for
perceptually similar and perceptually dissimilar images.

4.1 Image Dataset and PHFs
We aggregate a dataset of ∼3.5 million distinct images

from public sources. The dataset is intended to reflect the
diverse types of images that users share via E2EE services.
Our sources include existing datasets of social media uploads,
images of everyday objects, and images of faces (Table 1). We
evaluate PHFs on samples of images from our dataset.
We consider 6 open-source PHFs: Average Hash

(aHash),blockHash,Difference Hash (dHash), FacebookPDQ,
pHash,13 and Wavelet Hash (wHash) [11–13, 15, 17, 18].14
Each PHF uses a different set of image features, which we
describe in Appendix D. Note that when processing an image,
PHFs typically both resize the image to a small square and
convert the image to grayscale.15 Certain PHFs that we analyze
produce k-bit perceptual hashes with Hamming norm k

2 as
each bit of the hash reflects a comparison to a median value.16
PHFs are designed to produce similar outputs on similar

inputs and dissimilar outputs for dissimilar inputs. We empiri-
cally evaluate the predictive performance of the 6 PHFs by
considering these two cases separately.

4.2 Comparing Similar Images
We randomly sample 10,000 images from our dataset and

apply 5 transforms to each image. The transforms reflect pos-
sible user actions to make images visually appealing (gamma
correction), highlight image components (cropping, rescaling,
and rotation), and share images (noise from compression).
We uniformly sample the extent of the transform from a

range. We consider three sets of ranges, reflecting increasing
levels of image transformation (Appendix D, Table 10).

• Rotation. Sample ∆r , rotate by ∆◦r clockwise.
• Noise Addition. Sample σ, add noise ∼ N(µg,σ).17
• Cropping. Sample ∆c , crop by ∆c = cropped dimensions

original dimensions .
• Gamma Correction. Sample γ, apply correction γ.

combinedwith a similarity threshold, determine PHMpredictive performance.
13We use the DCT-based hash from the pHash C++ library [12].
14We omit Microsoft PhotoDNA because the algorithm is not public.
15The conversion usually averages color values or computes luminance.
16This property is attainable for every PHF that we consider. Certain PHFs

involve comparison to a mean value, which could be replaced with a median.
In the unusual case where PHF pre-output values equal the median, a PHF
could deterministically set bits for those values to achieve Hamming norm k

2 .
17The mean µg of the distribution is the mean gray value of the image.

• Rescaling. Sample ∆a, rescale by ∆a = width
height .

For each of the 6 PHFs, we compare the perceptual hash
of each original image in our sample to the hashes of the
corresponding transformed images.We normalize the pairwise
Hamming distances by k (the hash length) and compute
summary statistics for the resulting distance distributions.

Table 2 presents the results, which illustrate the significant
effect of both the PHF type and the transform type on predictive
performance for perceptually similar images.18 A robust PHF
would correspond to a distribution that is centered close to 0,
as it would produce similar outputs on similar images.19
The PHFs we evaluate are generally robust to modest

extents of specific transformations. For certain transforms
(such as rotation), or for greater extents (see the Supplementary
Information [56]), PHFs are not very robust at detecting
perceptual similarity. If a current PHM system uses one of
these PHFs, there may be a significant risk of false negatives.

4.3 Comparing Dissimilar Images

We evaluate each PHF’s predictive performance on percep-
tually dissimilar images using an analogous method.20 We
randomly sample 5,000 images of each type, totaling 15,000
images. Then, for each PHF,we generate the perceptual hash of
each image and calculate the Hamming distance between each
pair of hashes. We finally normalize the Hamming distances
and compute summary statistics for each distribution.
Table 2 shows the results of our evaluation.21 If a PHF

generates dissimilar hashes for dissimilar images, the distribu-
tion of normalized Hamming distances will likely be centered
around the expected distance between two uniformly random
bit strings, 0.5. Among distributions centered close to 0.5, a
narrower distribution is desirable; a smaller variance implies
that perceptual hashes of dissimilar images are consistently
spread out in the hash space, which reduces the false positive
rate when the PHF is used in a PHM system. We find that the
distribution is centered around 0.5 for each PHF, and PDQ is
both the closest to 0.5 and exhibits the least variance.

According to our evaluation—and assuming our evaluation
approximates real-world distributions of similar and dissimilar
images—PDQ would produce the fewest false positives in
a PHM system and wHash would produce the fewest false
negatives. Note that our constructions are agnostic to an
implementer’s choice of both PHF and hash length, so long
as the PHF supports Hamming distance comparison.
We now turn to privacy-preserving designs for perceptual

hash matching, beginning with client-side constructions.

18Weprovide a normalizedHamming distance histogram for each transform
type, transform level, and PHF in the Supplementary Information [56].

19Current PHM systems appear to use a similarity threshold of about 0.1.
20We assume that distinct images in our dataset are perceptually dissimilar.

While this assumption is generally accurate, there are limitations. We find, for
example, that PHFs consistently perform worst on distinct images of faces—a
result we attribute to multiple images of the same celebrities in our dataset.

21The Supplementary Information [56] includes a histogram for each PHF.
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Table 2: Results from evaluating PHF predictive performance. Upper rows: Mean (µ) and std. dev. (σ) of pairwise normalized
Hamming distance between 10,000 sampled images and transformed versions for each PHF (Level 1 of all transforms). Bottom
row: Mean (µ) and std. dev. (σ) of pairwise normalized Hamming distances between perceptual hashes of 15,000 distinct images.

aHash blockHash dHash pHash PDQ wHash
µ (σ) µ (σ) µ (σ) µ (σ) µ (σ) µ (σ)

Rotation 0.164 (0.103) 0.183 (0.093) 0.192 (0.083) 0.229 (0.109) 0.189 (0.095) 0.077 (0.056)
Noise Addition 0.003 (0.006) 0.004 (0.009) 0.026 (0.023) 0.002 (0.004) 0.022 (0.021) 0.009 (0.021)

Cropping 0.058 (0.047) 0.091 (0.059) 0.125 (0.069) 0.164 (0.095) 0.193 (0.093) 0.076 (0.056)
Gamma Corr. 0.336 (0.143) 0.321 (0.138) 0.365 (0.120) 0.363 (0.094) 0.004 (0.007) 0.004 (0.027)
Rescaling 0.037 (0.031) 0.059 (0.042) 0.086 (0.051) 0.109 (0.066) 0.132 (0.067) 0.049 (0.041)

Mean of Means 0.120 0.132 0.159 0.173 0.108 0.043
Distinct Images 0.493 (0.100) 0.498 (0.075) 0.496 (0.041) 0.498 (0.032) 0.500 (0.032) 0.493 (0.101)

Table 3: Benchmarks for data structures with |B| = 220 and
k = 256. tpos and tneg are mean query times for positive and
negative queries, averaged over 104 runs. Size represents the
resulting index size. FPR is the false positive rate. Threshold
δH = 25 ≈ k/10 for multi-index hashing.

Data Structure tpos (s) tneg (s) Size (MB) FPR
Binary Search22 0.829 0.127 32.0 0
Bitwise Trie [57] 0.359 0.215 26.2 0
Bloom Filter [58] 0.603 0.153 3.8 ∼10−6

Cuckoo Filter [59] 0.100 0.108 3.01 ∼10−6

Multi-Index Hashing [60] 0.066 0.009 34.2 0

5 Client-Side Matching
In deployments that do not require server privacy, client-side

data structures are a straightforward approach to PEMC and
PAMC. These constructions use an index stored on the Client
device, and they trivially guarantee client privacy because all
perceptual hash matching computation is local to the Client.
Table 3 provides performance benchmarks for 4 client-

side exact matching constructions and 1 approximate match-
ing construction. We perform all tests on a 6-core Intel i7-
10710U@1.10GHz with a 12MB cache and 32GB RAM. We
generate a random set B and random negative queries. We
randomly sample from B for positive queries.
In exact matching applications where a small false posi-

tive risk may be acceptable or where memory is especially
constrained, cuckoo filters [59] are particularly practical (and
outperform Bloom filters [61]).23 The resulting index size is
small and lookups are fast, but we emphasize that the index
still leaks information about B: an adversary can easily check
whether a hash is in B without notifying the Server.

Multi-index hashing (MIH) is an approximate search al-
gorithm for Hamming space that exhibits sub-linear runtime
behavior for uniformly distributed sets of strings B [60]. The
speedup over a linear search baseline is significant even when
B is not uniformly distributed, which is likely true for a set of
perceptual hashes. The size of the MIH index does, however,

22We use the C++ Standard Template Library implementation.
23Bloom filters require 1.44log2(FPR−1) bits per item while cuckoo filters

require log2(FPR−1)+2
α bits per item for load factor α. We present benchmarks

for FPR ≈ 10−6 and α = 0.955. Cuckoo filters are smaller than corresponding
Bloom filters for expected FPR < 3% [59].

grow linearly with B. Our benchmarks show that MIH is an
efficient solution for client-revealing PAMC without server
privacy, and deployment on mobile devices would be practical.

6 Privacy-Preserving Matching
We now turn to PMC constructions that maintain server

privacy. Our general approach consists of the following steps:
• TheServerpartitions the hash setB into localizedbuckets,
for more efficient retrieval by the Client (Section 7).

• The Client uses private information retrieval to obtain
the relevant bucket(s) of hashes, under homomorphic
encryption (Section 8).

• The Client obliviously computes a Hamming distance
between x and each encrypted hash (Section 9).

• For PAMC, the Client and Server jointly compute a
thresholded comparison for each distance (Section 10).

At the conclusion of the PMC protocols, the Server learns
whether there is a perceptual hash match.24 Figure 1 depicts
the overall design of the protocols.

We present each step of the protocols, then we assemble the
components into complete protocols (Section 11) and provide
benchmarks (Section 12).

7 Locality-Sensitive Hash Bucketization
Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) techniques map similar

items to the same bin with high probability [28, 29].25 As
the name suggests, LSH techniques are sensitive to locality
in the input space, defined according to a similarity metric.
We use Hamming distance for comparing perceptual hashes
throughout this work, as discussed in Section 2.1. Applying
LSH solves the problem of dividing the set of perceptual
hashes B into disjoint localized buckets for efficient retrieval.

LSH.Setup. A Server holds a hash set B of k-bit elements
and knows a function φ(·), which the Server applies to buckets
before indexing. Both parties know the l-hash family L. The
Server computes the LSH index Ind for all w ∈ {0,1}l .26

24See Appendix E for a discussion of client-revealing protocol variants.
25LSH function families are precise mathematical objects. We refer readers

to the referenced work for formal definitions.
26As discussed in the security analysis, if there is no y ∈ B such that

L(y) =w, the Server should pad the index with dummy y′ in order to prevent
leaking information about the distribution of hashes in B.
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Table 4: FNR induced by 20-bit LSH families in PAMC.Query
over a random sample of 104 images with Level 1 trans-
forms. The transformed 256-bit hashes are within normalized
Hamming distance 0.1 from the original.

LSH Family Transformations Avg.Rotate Noise Crop Gamma Rescale
pHash-LSH 0.2339 0.0282 0.2695 0.0551 0.2531 0.168
Random-LSH 0.5034 0.0642 0.6414 0.0866 0.5982 0.3788

Ind[w] ← φ({y ∈ B : L(y) = w})

φ(·) returns ElGamal or BFV ciphertext(s) which hide the
contents of the LSH bucket from the Client (see Section 11).

LSH.Query. For a k-bit element e, this function returns
the l-bit locality-sensitive hash L(e). As the LSH family L

is publicly known, either party can compute LSH.Query. For
clarity, we denote LSH.Query by L(·) in subsequent sections.

7.1 Bit Sampling
For a k-bit perceptual hash s = s1s2 · · · sk , the l-bit locality-

sensitive hash LE (s) = s1 | |s2 | | · · · | |sl is an l-bit prefix. Bit
sampling yields a valid LSH family with hashes hi(s) = si ,
which sample individual bits of the input. We can sample and
concatenate any l bits of the input to construct an l-bit LSH
in Hamming space [28]. We choose the first l for simplicity,
and we use LE (s) to construct the cPIR index in PEMC.

7.2 Miniature Perceptual Hashes
LSH bucketization does not induce false negatives in exact

hash matching, because if there is a match the Client’s hash
will deterministically map to the same bucket as the match.
Specifically, if there is a hash y ∈ B such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH ,
then LE (x) = LE (y). In the approximate setting, however,
locality-sensitive hashing can induce false negatives.27 Intu-
itively, there might be an approximate match in the hash set,
but the Client’s hashmaps to a different bucket. More precisely,
it is possible that there exists y ∈ B such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH
but L(y) , L(x), such that the Server erroneously concludes
that for all z ∈ B, δH < dH (x,z). We find that these errors are
common when applying bit sampling to perceptual hashes.
We introduce a new LSH family that uses l-bit miniature

perceptual hashes, significantly lowering the expected FNR in
PAMC protocols. Intuitively, we leverage the fact that PHFs
are (informally) a type of LSH that preserve locality for simi-
lar images. PHFs can operate on lower-resolution grayscale
images to produce smaller hashes. If two perceptually similar
images have close hash values in a k-bit perceptual hash
space, the hash values will likely move closer—and eventually
become identical—as the perceptual hash space shrinks.

Almost all PHFs produce hashes of perfect square lengths,
because input images are resized to small squares before

27By false negative, we mean an instance when PHM would have returned
a match but PAMC does not. For purposes of identifying harmful content,
these are false negatives in addition to the false negatives inherent in PHM.

Table 5: Bucket size distribution of LSH indices (for a random
sample of 104 images), averaged over five transforms.

LSH Family Bucket Count by Bucket Size
1 2 3

pHash-LSH 9947.4 26 0.2
Random-LSH 9845 76 1

processing. Each bit of the output perceptual hash typically
corresponds to a single pixel of the resized square. To construct
an l-bit LSH, we compute the smallest perfect square greater
than l, l ′ =min{i2 : l < i2,i ∈ Z}, and then truncate the l ′ bit
perceptual hash to its first l bits

La(x) = PHFl′(x)1 | | · · · | |PHFl′(x)l .
Table 4 illustrates the performance improvement (in PAMC)

of the miniature PHF-based LSH over bit sampling (Random-
LSH) for PHF = pHash and l = 20. pHash-LSH decreases
the FNR for every transform we considered and led to an
improvement of over50% on average (from 0.3788 to 0.168).28

We further validate that pHash-LSH does not lead to an im-
balanced LSH index. An imbalanced LSH index can increase
expected computation and communication required for both
PEMC and PAMC protocols. Table 5 describes the bucket size
distributions of the resulting pHash-LSH and Random-LSH
indices. The pHash-LSH index mapped 99.47% of samples
(on average) to unique buckets in our simulations, compared
to 98.45% of samples in the baseline (Random-LSH) index.

The results in Tables 4 and 5 show that the Server may use
a miniature PHF for the LSH bucketization step of PAMC,
significantly reducing the FNR attributable to PAMC.

7.3 Correctness and Security

Correctness. It is easy to verify that for all y,y′ ∈ B, the
relation =L⊆ B×B, defined as y =L y′ ⇐⇒ L(y) = L(y′),
is an equivalence relation. The resulting equivalence classes
are partitions of B. The Server constructs LSH index Ind
mapping every element in the domain {0,1}l ofL to results of
function φ(·), which operates on an entire equivalence class
(LSH bucket) ⊆ B.

As L is public, a Client with perceptual hash x can reliably
determine the equivalence class that x belongs to. The Client
can then privately retrieve the element of Ind associated with
that equivalence class, represented by L(x).
Security. Encrypted buckets in the LSH index Ind should

be padded with dummy ciphertexts to a constant size (bucket
size b in PEMC.Setup) to prevent leaking information about
the distribution of LSH values for elements of B.

8 Private Information Retrieval (PIR)
Using a PIR protocol, a Client can privately obtain a set of

LSH buckets that are expected to contain hashes similar to x

28Assuming the Server is equally likely to encounter every independent
transformation of a harmful image.
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(if any exist in B) with high probability.29 In our single-server
model, we provide computational client privacy guarantees.30

8.1 Computationally Private Information Retrieval
A cPIR protocol allows a Client to retrieve an element ec

from a Server that stores a database D = {ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ |D |}
without revealing choice c. Computational privacy of the
choice follows from protocol-specific cryptographic hardness
assumptions. Since Chor et al. first formalized the problem in
1995, it has been extensively studied due to its ubiquity [62,
63]. In order to answer a cPIR query, a Server must necessarily
operate on all database elements [62]. Otherwise, if the Server
could omit operating on certain elements, it could infringe on
the privacy guarantee of Client choice c.

This requirement makes cPIR computationally expensive.31
Recent advances in cPIR have exploited FHE schemes to
significantly lower computation and communication costs in
practice, which has led to deployable protocols [65, 66].

The first of these, XPIR, builds on work by Stern [63] and
uses the BFV cryptosystem [67]. XPIR computes the dot
product of a homomorphically encrypted query vector ®q and
the entire database, using FHE.Absorb. Server sends

r = (e1, . . . ,e |D |) · (q1, . . . ,q |D |)T

=

|D |∑
i=1

ei ×BFV qi =
|D |∑
i=1

FHE.Absorb(pk,ei,qi)

= FHE.Enc
(
pk,0 ·

( c−1∑
i=0

ei
)
+1 · ec +0 ·

( |D |∑
i=c+1

ei
) )

= FHE.Enc(pk,ec).
The Client holds the secret key sk and decrypts the response to
retrieve ec . While XPIR is the most computationally efficient
cPIR protocol, the communication cost of |D | ciphertexts is
prohibitively expensive for large databases.
SealPIR is an improvement over XPIR, which seeks to

reduce query size at the cost of increased server-side computa-
tion [66]. Instead of sending an encrypted query vector of |D |
ciphertexts, the Client sends a single ciphertext: the encrypted
choice FHE.Enc(pk,c). The Server uses FHE.Sub to expand
the encrypted choice FHE.Enc(pk,c) into the equivalent en-
crypted choice vector (q1, . . .q |D |). Subsequent improvements
offer further communication-computation tradeoffs [65].32
Notice that Ind (Section 7) is a PIR database indexed by

elements of {0,1}l . cPIR.Query is a protocol that guarantees
computational privacy to a Client retrieving elements from
Ind. The retrieved element is a ciphertext in the range of φ(·).

cPIR.Query. LSH familyL is publicly known. Client sends

29While PEMC requires retrieving only one LSH bucket, some PAMC
implementationsmight retrieve additional buckets tominimize false negatives.

30Other forms of PIR (e.g., differentially private PIR) are compatible with
our protocols and offer tradeoffs between performance and privacy.

31A cPIR response requires at least O ( |D | /log log |D | ) operations [64].
32The computation increase is proportional to |D |, so a marginal commu-

nication decrease may impose a prohibitively high computation cost in our
setting of large |D |.

query FHE.Enc(pk,L(x)) to the Server. Server sends reply
FHE.Enc(pk,Ind[L(x)])) (as in SealPIR) to the Client.

8.2 Privacy
Lemma 8.1. Client Privacy. cPIR.Query does not reveal any
information about the Client index L(x) to the Server.
Proof. SealPIR relies on the BFV cryptosystem, which is
based on the intractability of the RLWE problem.33 Angel et
al. present a proof that we omit here for space [66]. �
For medium-term security of the BFV cryptosystem, n =

2048 and a 60-bit coefficient modulus q are sufficient [44, 68].
In particular, SealPIR uses t = 223 and q = 260−218+1.

9 Private Equality Test
After the Client privately retrieves one ormore LSH buckets

of encrypted hashes, it performs computation on the encrypted
hashes. The Client returns the transformed ciphertexts to the
Server, which can then learn the result of the equality tests.
For PEMC, we exploit the partial homomorphism of the

ElGamal cryptosystem to perform comparisons.34We general-
ize this approach to PAMC by using the BFV cryptosystem for
Hamming distance computation. We describe server-revealing
protocols here and client-revealing variants in Appendix E.

9.1 Private Exact Equality Test
Suppose a Client and a Server hold perceptual hashes

x and y respectively. They wish to privately test whether
x = y. The Server generates an ElGamal key pair
(sks,pks) = PHE.KeyGen(q,E,G) and sends pks,(Cy,C ′y) =
PHE.Enc(pks,y) to the Client. The Client computes

(C−x,C ′−x) = PHE.Enc(pks,−x)

ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) = r ×E
[
(Cy,C ′y)+E (C−x,C

′
−x)

]
for randomizer r←$Z∗q . The randomizer ensures that if x , y,
the decrypted value r(y− x),which is known to the Server,does
not reveal anything about x (given that the Server also knows y).
The Client returns (C,C ′) = ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) to the Server, which
concludes that PHE.DecChk(sks,(C,C ′),0) ⇐⇒ x = y.

9.1.1 Correctness
Notice that the Client response ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) is an encryption

of r(y− x) under pks .
ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) = r ×E

[
(Cy,C ′y)+E (C−x,C

′
−x)

]
= r ×E

(
(ry + r−x) ·G,(y− x) ·G+ (ry + r−x) · pk

)
=

(
r(ry + r−x) ·G,r(y− x) ·G+ r(ry + r−x) · pk

)
= PHE.Enc(pks,r(y− x))

If x = y, ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) is an encryption of 0. PHE.DecChk(sks,
ρ−x(Cy,C ′y),0) = 1 and the Server correctly concludes that

33Yasuda et al. present a discussion of distinguishing and decoding attacks
against the general LWE problem and related work [44].

34In PEMC, the Client decrypts BFV ciphertexts from cPIR to obtain
ElGamal ciphertexts. The Client then computes on the ElGamal ciphertexts.
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x = y. Otherwise if x , y, then ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) is an encryption of
a nonzero random element of Z∗q , revealing nothing about x to
the Server. In this case, PHE.DecChk(sks, ρ−x(Cy,C ′y),0) , 1
and the Server correctly concludes that x , y.

9.1.2 Privacy
Semantic security of the ElGamal cryptosystem relies on

the intractability of ECDDH in the elliptic curve group used.
We use secp256k1 for optimized arithmetic.

Lemma 9.1. Server Privacy. The private exact equality test
protocol reveals no information about y ∈ B to a Client.

Proof. Without secret key sks, the Client cannot decrypt
(Cy,C ′y). Semantic security of the ElGamal cryptosystem
ensures that (Cy,C ′y) reveals no information about y. �

Lemma 9.2. Client Privacy. The private exact equality test
protocol reveals no information about x to a Server that
decrypts ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) if x < B.

Proof. If x , y, the Server could learn r(y− x) by decrypting
ρ−x(Cy,C ′y). Decryption in our scheme is extremely inefficient,
however, especially for a large randomizer r as it amounts
to solving the ECDLP. In any event, r(y− x) does not reveal
anything about x to the Server without the knowledge of
randomizer r , which is only known to the Client. �

9.2 Private Approximate Equality Test

Now suppose a Client and a Server hold k-bit perceptual
hashes x and y respectively. Theywish to privately testwhether
dH (x,y) ≤ δH for a public threshold δH ∈ [k]. We adapt the
server-revealing variant of a protocol proposed by Yasuda
et al. for biometric authentication, using BFV FHE rather
than somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE) as in the
original [44, 45]. Using FHE, we are able to harness SealPIR’s
performance gains (via FHE.Expand and FHE.Absorb) over
SHE-based PIR protocols like MulPIR [65].35
The protocol operates on encryptions of FHE.Pack1(y)

and FHE.Pack2(x). The Client homomorphically transforms
a packed encryption of y using its own packed ciphertext. The
Server can decrypt the transformed ciphertext to learn the
required Hamming distance.
The Server generates a BFV key pair (sks,pks) and sends

pks,cy = FHE.Enc(pks,FHE.Pack1(y)). For Jx,Jy ∈ Rt ,

Jx = −
lb−1∑
i=0

xn−i Jy =
la−1∑
i=0

xi

the Client computes cx = FHE.Enc(pks,FHE.Pack2(x))
ζ(cx,cy) = −2−1{(2 · cy − Jy) · (2 · cx − Jx)

}
+2−1{Jy · Jx

}
and returns ζ(cx,cy) to the Server, which decrypts it. If
px,y ∈ Rt such that px,y = FHE.Dec(sks,ζ(cx,cy)), the Server
concludes dH (x,y) ≤ δH ⇐⇒ px,y(0) ≤ δH .

35Compared to SealPIR, MulPIR reduces communication but increases
Server computation. In our setting, the communication cost is already low
enough to be practical (see Table 8). We could also use FHE for exact equality
testing, but PHE incurs much lower communication and computation costs.

9.2.1 Correctness
Protocol correctness follows from Lemma C.1 [44, 45].

9.2.2 Privacy
Lemma9.3. px,y only reveals theHamming distance dH (x,y)
and no other information about x to a Server.
Proof. Yasuda et. al. provide a proof in the original text that
we omit here for space [44, 45]. �

The privacy guarantee is weaker than client privacy, which

requires that the Server learn dH (x,y)
?
≤ δs without learning

dH (x,y). We next describe how to achieve that property.

10 Private Threshold Comparison
Suppose a Client and a Server hold values νc,νs ∈ [t]

for some modulus t. A private threshold comparison (PTC)
protocol allows the two parties to privately decide whether
νs − νc ≤ δ for some threshold δ ∈ [t].
We construct a server-revealing PTC protocol using a

privacy-preserving comparison (PPC) protocol. Recall that a
server-revealing PPC protocol allows a Server to learn whether
its private value exceeds a Client’s private value. For Client
and Server inputs a and b respectively,PPC(·,{a},{b}) returns
true if and only if a < b. Notice that PPC(·,{νc + δ},{νs})
returns false ⇐⇒ νs ≤ νc + δ ⇐⇒ νs − νc ≤ δ.
We use this property to hide the computed Hamming

distance in PAMC from both parties. At the end of the protocol,
the Server only learns whether the Hamming distance is ≤ δH .

10.1 Hiding the Hamming Distance
We return to private approximate equality testing (PAET).

Recall that the Client sends ζ(cx,cy) to the Server (Section
9.2). If the Client offsets ζ(cx,cy) by a random polynomial,
the Server will not learn the Hamming distance upon de-
cryption. Osadchy et al. propose a similar technique but use
computationally expensive oblivious transfer (OT) to undo
the offset [69]. We show how the two parties can jointly undo
the offset and only reveal whether dH (x,y) ≤ δH using a much
more efficient PPC protocol.

Suppose the Client samples r ∈ Rt such that r(0) < t − k.36
The Client computes FHE.Enc(pks,r) and sends ζ(cx,cy)+
cr . The Server can then decrypt with sks to obtain px,y =

FHE.Dec(sks,ζ(cx,cy)+ cr ) ∈ Rt .
As an immediate consequence of LemmaC.1 for la = lb = k,

if r(0) < t − k, the constant term of the decrypted polynomial
px,y ∈ Rt equals the difference of dH (x,y) and the constant
term of the Client randomizer r ∈ Rt : dH (x,y)= px,y(0)−r(0).

The Client knows r(0) but does not know px,y(0) while the
Server knows px,y(0) but does not know r(0). Neither party can
compute dH (x,y). Using the PPC protocol described above,
with Client input r(0) and Server input px,y(0)− δH , the two

36This restriction can be relaxed by using two PPCs. If r(0) ≥ t −k, there
is a possibility that r(0)+dH (x, y) ≥ t. It follows that px ,y (0) < r(0) and
PPC(·, {r(0)+ δH }, {px ,y (0)}) always returns false. If dH (x, y) > δH ,
the PAMC protocol would result in a PTC-induced false positive.
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parties can jointly determine whether dH (x,y) ≤ δH . Re-
call that PPC returns false ⇐⇒ px,y(0)− δH ≤ r(0) ⇐⇒
px,y(0) − r(0) ≤ δH ⇐⇒ dH (x,y) ≤ δH . The Server con-
cludes dH (x,y) ≤ δH ⇐⇒ PPC returns false.

10.2 Privacy
Lemma 10.1. Client Privacy. The PTC protocol only reveals

bit dH (x,y)
?
≤ δH and nothing else about x to a Server.

Proof. Without knowledge of Client randomizer r , a Server
cannot undo the offset to learn dH (x,y). The security of
the PPC protocol guarantees that the Server cannot learn
randomizer r . Liu et al. provide a security proof for the PPC
protocol that we omit here for space [49]. �

11 Private Membership Computation
We now combine the primitives from the preceding sections

to construct PEMC and PAMC protocols. Recall that our
overall protocols include four steps, as shown in Figure 1 and
described in Section 6. First, the Server partitions the hash
set into buckets with LSH. Second, the Client retrieves one
or more relevant buckets using PIR. Each bucket contains
homomorphic (PHE or FHE) encryptions of perceptual hashes.
Third, the Client obliviously computes the Hamming distance
between x and each hash in the retrieved bucket(s). Finally, in
the approximate case, the Client and Server jointly compute a
thresholded comparison for each Hamming distance value.

11.1 Private Exact Membership Computation
Recall that the Client holds a k-bit string x and the Server

holds a set of k-bit stringsB. The Server seeks to learn whether
x ∈ B without the Client revealing x (client privacy) or the
Server revealing B (server privacy). We construct a server-
revealing PEMC protocol using bit-sampling LSH, cPIR, and
ElGamal PHE that is practical for large sets B.
The protocol requires an initial Server setup phase,

PEMC.Setup, before queries can be performed. The Server
generates an ElGamal key pair and constructs an LSH index
over B using any bit-sampling LSH family LE . The keys of
the LSH index are mapped to element-wise encryptions of the
corresponding bucket (equivalence class of =L).

PEMC.Setup. The Server generates ElGamal key
pair (sks,pks) and sets function φ({s1, . . . ,sb}) =
{PHE.Enc(pks,si) : 1 ≤ i ≤ b}. The Server then runs
({L},{},{Ind}) ← LSH.Setup({k,l},{},{B,φe}) (Section 7).
The Client generates (skc,pkc) ← FHE.Keygen(q,t,n,σ).

Queries are performed using the PEMC.Query protocol
(Figure 2). The Client computes LE (x), and uses cPIR to re-
trieve element-wise encryptions in the associated bucket. The
Client then subtracts an encryption of x from each ciphertext
and randomizes the result. The Client sends a permutation of
the transformed encrypted bucket to the Server, which checks
whether any of the returned ciphertexts decrypt to 0.37 At the

37Permuting the bucket defends against a malicious Server that tries to

PEMC.Query

Inputs:
Public: LSH family L, ElGamal public key pks , and
BFV public key pkc .

Server: PIR database Ind.
Client: k-bit string x, skc .

Protocol:
1. Client and Server run

γs← cPIR.Query({pkc,L},{x},{Ind}).
2. Client decrypts reply γs to obtain

Ind[L(x)] = FHE.Dec(skc,γs) and computes
(C−x,C′−x) ← PHE.Enc(pks,−x)

ρ−x(Cy,C′y) = r ×E
[
(Cy,C′y)+E (C−x,C

′
−x)

]
γc ← {ρ−x(Cy,C′y) : (Cy,C′y) ∈ Ind[L(s)]}

for randomizers r ←$Z∗q .

Client sends random permutation π(γc) to the Server.

3. Server checks whether∨
(C ,C′)∈π(γc )

PHE.DecChk(sks,(C,C′),0)
?
= 1.

Outputs:

Server: x
?
∈ B.

Figure 2: PEMC.Query

end of PEMC.Query, the Server learns whether x ∈ B.
The correctness of the PEMC protocol follows from the

correctness of each component primitive (discussed in the
preceding sections).

11.1.1 Privacy
FollowingLemmas 8.1,9.1, and9.2,ourPEMCconstruction

provides client and server privacy.

Theorem 11.1. Client Privacy. After the PEMC protocol,
the Server learns whether x ∈ B and nothing more about x or
the Client’s media.

Theorem 11.2. Server Privacy. After the PEMC protocol,
the Client learns no information about B.

11.1.2 Efficiency
Table 6 shows the computation and communication cost of

our PEMC protocol. We present benchmarks for our imple-
mentation in Section 12.

11.2 Private Approximate Membership
Computation

We now extend our PEMC protocol to the approximate
setting. Recall that the Client holds k-bit string x and the
Server holds a set of k-bit strings B. At the end of a PAMC
protocol, the Server should learn whether there exists y ∈ B

encode information into the order of bucket contents.
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PAMC.Query

Inputs:
Public: Hash length k, LSH family L, threshold δH , bucket size b,
BFV parameters q,t,n, and σ, and public keys pkc and pks .
Server: PIR database Ind and BFV secret key sks .
Client: k-bit string x and BFV secret key skc .

Protocol:
1. Client and Server choose p1 and run pkagg← FHE.KeyAgg(p1).
2. Client and Server run cPIR.Query({pkagg,L},{s},{Ind}).

3. Client and Server run FHE.CKS and the
Client finally obtains cy ← FHE.Enc(pkagg,Ind[L(s)]).

4. Client computes

cx,i ← FHE.Enc(pks,FHE.Pack2(0k ‖ · · · ‖ 0k︸        ︷︷        ︸
i times

‖x))

cr ,i ← FHE.Enc(pks,ri), γc ← {ζ(cx,i,cy,cr ,i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ b} for
randomizers ri ∈ Rt with ri(0) < t − k, sends γc to Server.

5. Client and Server run FHE.CKS and Server decrypts γc to obtain

νi = dH (x,yi)+ ri(0)+
∑i−1

j=1
yjH for 1 ≤ i ≤ b.

6. Client and Server run, for 1 ≤ i ≤ b:
αi ← PPC({...}, {ri(0)+ (i−1) · ‖x‖H },{νi − δH }).

7. Server computes the result
b∨
i=1

α̃i .

Outputs:

Server: y
?
∈ B such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH (with high probability)

or false (with low probability).

Figure 3: PAMC.Query

such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH for some threshold 0 ≤ δH ≤ k. The
Server should not learn any other information.

Similar to PEMC, the PAMC protocol also requires a setup
phase (PAMC.Setup) before queries can be performed. Unlike
the ElGamal ciphertexts in PEMC.Setup, however, index Ind
in PAMC.Setup contains plaintext packings of LSH buckets.

PAMC.Setup. The Server sets φc({s1, . . . ,sb}) =
FHE.Pack1(s1 ‖ · · · ‖ sb). The Server runs ({L},{},{Ind})
← LSH.Setup({k,l},{},{B,φc}) (Section 7).

We extend Lemma C.1 in order to pack b = n/k perceptual
hashes in a single BFV plaintext, where n is the BFV polyno-
mial degree. This step allows the Client to retrieve an entire
encrypted bucket (equivalence class of =LA

) efficiently using
cPIR.38 We prove the extension, Lemma C.2, in Appendix C.
Queries are performed using PAMC.Query (Figure 3).
Note that the cPIR buckets in PAMC are plaintext pack-

ings of perceptual hashes. Thus, unlike cPIR in PEMC,
cPIR in PAMC requires a distributed BFV public key pkagg

38Lemma C.2 uses the fact that k-bit PHFs typically produce—or could be
adapted to produce—hashes with constant Hamming norm k/2. Otherwise,
our PAMC protocol follows Lemma C.1 and supports 1 hash per FHE value.

because the Client should not be able to completely de-
crypt the cPIR response. For cPIR recursion parameter
d, the SealPIR response is of the form FHE.Encd(pkagg, ·).
After d − 1 joint decryptions (using FHE.CKS), the Client
finally obtains an encryption of the packed bucket cy =
FHE.Enc(pkagg,FHE.Pack1(s1 ‖ · · · ‖ sb)).

The Client transforms the retrieved ciphertext in b different
ways (using results of Lemmas C.1 and C.2), which allows the
Server to compute the result of b private approximate equality
tests (Section 9.2) in parallel. Another instance of FHE.PKS
enables the Server to decrypt the result of the PAETs. The
Server does not, however, learn the true Hamming distances
(corresponding to each of the b elements of the bucket) due
to Client randomization. This randomization allows the two
parties to run b instances of a private threshold comparison
(Section 10) protocol. The Server aggregates the results from
all b instances to compute the result of the PAMC protocol.
At the end of PAMC.Query, the Server learns whether y ∈ B
such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH but nothing more.
The correctness of the PAMC protocol follows from the

correctness of each component primitive (discussed in the
preceding sections).

11.2.1 Privacy
Following Lemmas 8.1, 9.3, and 10.1, our PAMC construc-

tion provides client and server privacy.
Theorem11.3. Client Privacy.After the PAMCprotocol, the
Server learns whether whether y ∈ B such that dH (x,y) ≤ δH
and nothing more about x or the Client’s media.
Theorem 11.4. Server Privacy. After the PAMC protocol,
the Client learns no information about B.

11.2.2 Efficiency
Table 6 shows the computation and communication cost

of our PAMC protocol. We present benchmarks for PAMC
operations in Section 12.

12 Implementation and Benchmarks
We implemented our PEMC and PAMC protocols in C++

using the SEAL, SealPIR, NTL, and Botan libraries [66, 70].
We then ran benchmarks with both parties running locally,
using the same hardware as in Section 5.

We present benchmark results in Tables 7, 8, and 9.39 As in
Section 5, we generate a random set B and random queries for
testing. We find that both the PEMC and PAMC protocols are
practical for deployment on mobile devices. We also find that
computation costs are lower (all else equal) with increasing
bucket count. Table 9 provides per-operation benchmarks for
PAMC.40 cPIR.Query remains the most expensive operation,
both in terms of computation and communication.41

39PAMC and PEMC.Query benchmarks are averaged over 100 runs while
PEMC.Setup benchmarks are averaged over 10 runs.

40PAMC per-operation benchmarks are averaged over 100 runs.
41Our implementation of cPIR.Query is single-threaded and does not

benefit from recent SEAL optimizations, including more efficient packing.
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Table 6: Compute and communication cost of our PEMC and PAMC protocols. B is the Server hash set, d is the cPIR recursion
parameter, l is the LSH family size, (n,t,q1) are BFV parameters, q2 is the ElGamal modulus, and F is the BFV expansion factor.

Operation Computation CommunicationClient Server
PEMC.Setup 1 polynomial mul. 3 | B |+1 EC point mul. Only required to fix public parameters.
PAMC.Setup – ( |B | /2l ) FHE.Pack1 op. Only required to fix public parameters.
PEET 3+ |B | /2l EC point mul. |B | /2l−1 EC point mul. ( |B | /2l−1)(logq2 +1) bits.
FHE.KeyAgg 1 polynomial mul. 1 polynomial mul. n logq1 bits.
cPIR.Query 4d

⌈ d√2l/n
⌉
+Fd−1 polynomial mul. d

d√2l FHE.Expand op., 2l FHE.Absorb op. 2n(d
⌈

d
√
|B |/n

⌉
+ Fd−1) logq1 bits.

FHE.CKS b+d−1 polynomial mul. b+d−1 polynomial mul. (b+d−1)n logq1 bits.
PAET 6( |B | /2l ) polynomial mul. ( |B | /2l ) polynomial mul. n( |B | /2l−1)(logq1) bits.
PTC ( |B | /2l−1) log t EC point mul. ( |B | /2l−1) log t EC point mul. 3( |B | /2l )(log t)(logq2 +1) bits.

Table 7: PEMC benchmarks with k = 256 and SealPIR parameters (n,d) = (2048,2) for varying set sizes |B| and LSH buckets.

|B |
219 buckets 220 buckets 221 buckets

Setup (s) Query (s) Comm. (KB) Setup (s) Query (s) Comm. (KB) Setup (s) Query (s) Comm. (KB)
220 175.4 0.75 394.45 175 0.75 394.32 – – –
221 357.1 1.41 394.71 352.3 1.34 394.45 355.7 1.36 394.32
222 735.3 2.88 395.25 698.9 2.6 394.71 703 2.52 394.45
223 1480 6.73 396.3 1421 5.37 395.25 1408 4.97 394.71
224 – – – 2841 13 396.3 2831 10.5 395.25

Table 8: PAMC benchmarks with k = 256 and SealPIR pa-
rameters (n,d) = (2048,2) for varying set sizes |B|.

|B |
220 buckets

Setup (s) Query (s) Comm. (KB)
220 37.2 27.5 508.07
221 37.4 27.5 586.06
222 37.4 27.7 742.03
223 37.7 28.3 1053.98

Table 9: PAMC benchmarks (per op.) with |B| = 220, l = 20,
k = 256, n = 2048, and t = 12. PAMC requires b+ d − 1
FHE.CKS ops. as well as b PAET and PTC ops. for bucket
size b and recursion level d.

Operation Computation (s) Communication (kB)
PAMC.Setup 37.2 —
FHE.KeyAgg 0.0004 15.36
cPIR.Query 27.4 368.64
FHE.CKS 0.012 46.08
PAET 0.004 30.72
PTC 0.016 1.188

13 Related Work
In this section, we contextualize our work in the literature

on content moderation for E2EE services, private membership
tests, and private biometric authentication. We do not recount
the literature on locality-sensitive hashing [28, 29], private
information retrieval [62–67, 71], or privacy-preserving com-
parison [48–50, 72], since those are well-known primitives.
We refer the reader to the cited works for detail.

Content Moderation for E2EE Services. In the work
closest to our own, Singh and Farid describe a Client-Server
protocol for computing the perceptual hash of an image under
Paillier PHE [73]. The Client encrypts the original image and

We anticipate that significant performance gains are available for deployment.

partially computes the hash. The Server then decrypts the
partial output and completes the hash computation. The proto-
col’s security model is very different from ours: it attempts to
keep the original image private, but it reveals the perceptual
hash to the Server. We treat images and perceptual hashes as
equivalent in privacy (Section 2). The paper’s use of PHE,
curiously, has no relation to its security model. The protocol
provides equivalent security under plaintext and PHE, because
it does not use PHE for joint computation. Rather, the PHE
ciphertexts encrypted by the Client are immediately decrypted
by the Server. The protocol’s performance is also very differ-
ent: it requires the Client to send 276MB per image,42 and its
computation requirements are also impractical [73].

Recent work by Facebook [4], Grubbs et al. [74], Dodis et
al. [75], Tyagi et al. [76], and Mayer [77] addresses how an
E2EE service can verify that a reported message is authentic,
without initially having access to its content. These “message
franking” schemes could be combined with our protocols,
providing proof that a user actually sent harmful media.
Tyagi et al. propose content traceback methods for E2EE

services [78]. Traceback could integrate with our protocols,
enabling services to identify users who forward harmfulmedia.
Private Membership Test (PMT). Our PMC problem

formulation is a generalization of PMT, which is equivalent
to client-revealing PEMC. We generalize by considering
protocols for approximate matching, as well as protocols with
server-revealing and server privacy properties.

PMTs have been studied extensively for malware detection:
a client hashes an untrusted file (or obtains an application
signature) and wishes to test membership of the value in a
malware database held by an untrusted server. Unlike in our

42For 112-bit security and using no packing, the payload consists of 540K
Paillier ciphertexts of 4096 bits each.
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setting, some false positives are considered acceptable.
Tamrakar et al. use hardware security architectures to im-

plement a scalable PMT for malware detection [79]. The
work assumes a trusted execution environment with remote
attestation and focuses on server-side optimizations like query
batching. Recent side-channel attacks on ARM TrustZone
and Intel SGX have decreased confidence in these architec-
tures [80–82]. Our protocols do not rely on trusted hardware.

Ramezanian et al. propose a PMT for malware detection us-
ingBloomandcuckoofilters encryptedunderPaillierPHE [83].
The protocol requires low communication, but it induces false
positives and compromises both client and server privacy.
Clients reveal bits of x and may learn about B from the filters.
PMTs have also been studied for compromised credential

checking, where the Client tests membership of a password
hash in a database of compromised credentials held by an
untrusted server. Services like HaveIBeenPwned and Google
Password Checkup provide APIs for this purpose [84, 85].
Current API implementations require a Client to reveal a prefix
of a password’s hash, violating the client privacy guarantee.

Li et al. show that knowledge of a hash prefix can increase
guessing attack efficacy up to 12x [85]. The work proposes a
frequency-smoothing bucketization method, which provides
greater client privacy—but limits server privacy, by assuming
Client knowledge of the relative frequency of hashes in B.

Ali et al. construct a credential checking PMT fromMulPIR,
a cPIR protocol based on SHE [65]. The design guarantees
computational client privacy and is practical for deployment.

Private Biometric Authentication. Yasuda et al. and Ya-
suda use SHE to build server-revealing Hamming distance
protocols for biometric authentication, which inspire our PET
design [44, 45]. Osadchy et al. use oblivious transfer (OT)
and Paillier PHE to build a threshold protocol for face identifi-
cation, which motivates our more efficient PTC design [69].

14 Conclusion
In this work, we explored the technical feasibility of privacy-

preserving perceptual hash matching in E2EE services. We
formalized the problem space, and we designed and evaluated
protocols that optionally protect the hash set and optionally do
not disclose matches to users. Our protocols are practical for
deployment on modern mobile devices and introduce limited
false negatives beyond those inherent in PHM.
As discussed in Section 2.3, our problem formulation and

protocols have significant limitations. Future work could
partially address those limitations and provide new capabilities.
We briefly describe several promising directions.

Improved Performance. Recent work has improved on
SealPIR, including in multi-query settings [65, 66]. There
may be opportunities for performance gains in the cPIR step of
our protocols, and it may be possible to reduce false negatives
by querying for nearby LSH buckets in cPIR or combining
the content of nearby buckets into each bucket.

Increasing Trust in B. It may also be possible to increase

(but not definitively establish) trust in B. A server could,
for example, publicly commit to LSH bucket contents (e.g.,
with a Merkle tree [86]) and each bucket could contain a
proof of inclusion, giving users confidence that the server has
not manipulated the bucket(s) returned by PIR or recently
modified the hash set. The server could also collaborate with
trusted third parties (e.g., civil society groups) to validate the
hash set and additionally commit to LSH bucket contents.

Zero-Knowledge Proofs. A zero-knowledge proof of non-
exact (PEMC) or non-approximate (PAMC) membership in B,
coupled with a zero-knowledge proof that x is the perceptual
hash of the same content encrypted under a session key (used
for E2EE) could provide security against malicious Clients
that spoof x. State-of-the-art constructions (via accumulators)
do not yet support non-approximate membership, nor efficient
non-exact membership while fully hiding B [87, 88].

Harmful Media Disclosure.While our constructions are
agnostic to the content moderation action that the Server will
take, one action that might be commonly required is disclosing
media plaintext without notifying the client of a match. Future
work could explore how to provide this property, such as by
encrypting media with an ephemeral key and using a custom
circuit for PTC that returns the key in the event of a match.

Additional directions for future work include private harm-
ful media detection with machine learning, which is gaining
traction (e.g., Google Content Safety [89]), and building pro-
tocols that protect the PHF.
In closing, we emphasize that the goal of this project is to

contribute technical analysis about a possible path forward
that maintains the benefits of E2EE communications while
addressing the serious societal challenges posed by harmful
media. We do not take a position on whether E2EE services
should implement the protocols that we propose, and we have
both technical and non-technical reservations ourselves. But
we encourage the information security community to continue
its earnest exploration of potential middle ground designs
for storage and communications encryption that address ten-
sions with longstanding societal priorities. There is value in
understanding the space of possible designs and associated
tradeoffs, even if the best option is to maintain the status quo.
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Appendices

A Security Models for PHM and PMC
PHM systems are fundamentally limited to semi-honest

security, because they depend on perceptual hashing of media
content. Parties could collude to conceal media content or
take advantage of how PHFs are imperfect approximations
of perceptual similarity. We describe two scenarios in which
PHM inherently cannot guarantee malicious security.

Two-Party Malicious Security. The parties (Sender and
Recipient) agree out-of-band to defeat PHM. For
example, the Sender encrypts media as E(media).
Encryption-induced pseudorandomness eliminates per-
ceptual similarity, such that with high probability
dH (PHF(media),PHF(E(media))) > δH and PHM detec-
tion fails. Recipient receives E(media) and decrypts,
obtaining media.

One-Sided Malicious Security: Perceptual Manipula-
tion. Sender manipulates media to create media′ =
{media′1, ...,media′n}, content elements that are collec-
tively perceptually similar to media but ∀media′i ∈
media′ : dH (PHF(media),PHF(media′i)) > δH . This
property defeats PHM detection by definition.

The PMC constructions that we develop build on PHM and
have these same limitations. There is, however, a specific type
of one-sided malicious security that we can guarantee in our
PMC protocols.

One-Sided Malicious Security: PMC Cheating. The
Sender participates in PMC and cheats at some stage(s).
For example, the Sender participates with spoofed con-
tent media′, then sends media to an honest Recipient.

BFV Cryptosystem

Public Parameters:Moduli q,t, degree n, standard deviation σ,
key space R3, polynomial ring Rq , and decomposition basis w < q.
FHE.KeyGen. Sample sk←$ R3, e←$ χ and p1 ←$ Rq .
Set p0 = −p1 · sk+ te and pk = (p0,p1). Output (sk,pk).
FHE.RlzKeyGen(sk,w). For l = logw(q), sample r1 ←$ (Rq)

l ,
e←$ χl . Output (sk2w− skr1 + e,r1)

FHE.Enc(pk,m). Sample u←$ R3, f ,g←$ χ. If pk = (p0,p1),
output (p0u+ tg+m,p1u+ t f ) ∈ (Rq)

2.
FHE.Dec(sk,c). If c = (c0,c1), output [b tq [c0 + c1sk]qe]t ∈ Rt .

FHE.Add(c,c′). If c = (c0,c1),c′ = (c′0,c
′
1), output (c0 + c′0,c1 + c′1).

FHE.Mul(c,c′). If c = (c0,c1),c′ = (c′0,c
′
1), output

[b tq (c0c′0,c0c′1 + c1c′0,c1c′1)e]q .

FHE.Sub(FHE.Enc(pk,p(x)),k) = FHE.Enc(pk,p(xk )) [66]
FHE.Absorb(pk,m,FHE.Enc(pk,m′)) = FHE.Enc(pk,m ·m′) [66]

Figure 4: The BFV cryptosystem [39, 40].

We can provide one-sided malicious security for this
scenario: The honest Recipient could participate in PMC,
catching the Sender’s cheating. Alternatively, the Sender
could provide an authenticated PMC transcript for the
Recipient to validate.

B Primitives
We rely on the BFV cryptosystem in both our PEMC and

PAMC constructions, we use the ElGamal cryptosystem in our
PEMC protocol, and we use privacy-preserving comparison
for our PAMC design. We expand here on the explanation of
these primitives in Section 3.2.

Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren (BFV) Cryptosystem. Re-
call that BFV plaintexts are polynomials from the quotient
ring Z[X]/(Xn +1) with plaintext coefficients modulo t for
a given modulus t and n, a power of 2. Suppose q is the ci-
phertext coefficient modulus with q ≡ 1 (mod 2n), and denote
Rq = Zq[X]/(Xn +1) as the quotient ring of univariate poly-
nomials with coefficients in Zq . BFV ciphertexts are ∈ (Rq)

2.
Similarly, plaintexts are elements of Rt = Zt [X]/(Xn+1). We
also fix a parameter σ that defines a discrete Gaussian error
distribution χ. Every element of χ is a polynomial of degree
less than n with coefficients drawn fromN(0,σ) and rounded
to the nearest integer. Secret keys are chosen from the quo-
tient ring R3 = Z3[X]/(Xn +1) such that elements of R3 are
univariate polynomials with coefficients uniformly sampled
from {−1,0,1}. The scheme is outlined in Figure 4.43 Note
that [·]q returns a value in [ q2 ,

q
2 ).

Addition and multiplication of ciphertexts is possible in the
BFV scheme. Addition is cheap and is performed coefficient-
wise. Multiplication of ciphertexts results in a 3-tuple ∈

43We omit certain functions, including relinearization, for brevity.
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Two-Party BFV Cryptosystem

Public Parameters:Moduli q,t, degree n, standard deviation σ,
and key space R3.

FHE.KeyAgg(p1)

Parties generate respective secret keys skc and sks .
Client samples ec ←$χ and sends p0,c = [−(p1skc +ec )]q .
Server samples es ←$χ, computes p0,s = [−(p1sks +es )]q
and aggregated public key ([p0,c + p0,s ]q , p1).

FHE.CKS(c,σc)

Suppose c = (c0, c1) and Receiver knows new secret key sk′.
Sender and Receiver have secret shares sks and skr respectively.
Sender samples es ←$χCKS (σc ) and sends hs = [(sks ∗ c1)+es ]q .
Receiver samples er ←$χCKS (σc ), then computes
hr = [((skr − sk′) ∗ c1)+er ]q and key-switched ciphertext
c′ = ([c0 +hs +hr ]q , c1).

FHE.GKG(K1,w,τ
m)

Suppose g = blogw (q)c, K1 ∈ R
g
q ,W = (1, . . . ,wg−1) and τm

is a Galois element. Client and Server have secret shares skc , sks .
Client sets ec ←$χg , sends K0,c = [−skc ·K1 +τ

m(skc ) ·W +ec ]q
Server sets ec ←$χg , K0,s = [−sks ·K1 +τ

m(sks ) ·W +es ]q
Server computes collective keys (K0,K1) as K0 = K0,c +K0,s .

Figure 5: A two-party variant of the BFV cryptosystem from
Mouchet et al. [41]. Refer to the original text for a description
of the distribution χCKS .

(Rq)
3, which can be relinearized to a 2-tuple ∈ (Rq)

2 using
relinearization keys generated by FHE.RlzKeyGen [40, 41].

InFHE.KeyAgg, the polynomial p1 is public. FHE.CKS takes
as input a ciphertext c = FHE.Enc(pkagg,m) encrypted under
the aggregated public key pkagg with noise parameter σc . The
protocol outputs a ciphertext such thatFHE.Dec(sks+skc,c)=
FHE.Dec(sk′,c′). FHE.GKG can be used to generated collec-
tive Galois keys. The public parameters include d polynomials
K1, a decomposition basis w < q, and Galois element τm.

ElGamal Cryptosystem. Suppose q > 2k is prime and E
is an elliptic curve over Fq . We fix a pointG on E and consider
the group G generated by G. ElGamal plaintexts are integers
modulo q and ciphertexts are elements ofG2. Figure 6 outlines
the overall scheme. Decryption of a ciphertext in this scheme
is equivalent to solving the elliptic curve discrete log problem
(ECDLP). This inefficiency in decryption does not affect our
ability to test whether a given ciphertext decrypts to m, which
is sufficient for our protocol.

Privacy-Preserving Comparison. For a k-bit string x =
xk xk−1 . . . x1 ∈ {0,1}k , the 0-encoding S0

x and the 1-encoding

Elliptic Curve ElGamal Cryptosystem

Public Parameters: Prime q, elliptic curve E , and generator G.
PHE.KeyGen. Set sk←$Z∗q , output (sk,pk = sk ·G).
PHE.Enc(pk,m). Set r ←$Z∗q , output (r ·G,m ·G+ r ·pk).
PHE.DecChk(sk,(C,C′),m). Output sk ·C ?

= C′−m ·G.
PHE.Add((C1,C′1),(C2,C′2)). Output (C1 +C2,C′1 +C′2).

PHE.SMul(s,(C,C′)). Output (s ·C,s ·C′).

Figure 6: An elliptic curve variant of the ElGamal cryptosys-
tem [46, 47].

S1
x of x are

S0
x = {xk xk−1 . . . xi+1 ‖ 1 ‖ 0i−1 : xi = 0,1 ≤ i ≤ n}

S1
x = {xk xk−1 . . . xi ‖ 0i−1 : xi = 1,1 ≤ i ≤ n}

where 0i is the i-bit string of zeros. Lin and Tzeng previously
showed that x > y ⇐⇒ |S1

x ∩ S0
y | = 1 and transform PPC

into a private set intersection (PSI) problem [72]. Liu et al.
design an asymmetric commutative encryption scheme to
efficiently solve this PSI reduction. We fix an elliptic curve
E over Fq where q is prime. Choose a base point G on
E(Fq) and consider the group G generated by G. We define
CE.Enc : Fq ×G→ G as CE.Enc(sk,M) = sk ·M . Notice that
for sk1,sk2, and M ∈G, the encryption scheme is commutative:
CE.Enc(sk1,CE.Enc(sk2,M)) = sk1 · (sk2 · M) = sk2 · (sk1 ·

M) = CE.Enc(sk2,CE.Enc(sk1,M)). Furthermore, for a fixed
secret key sk ∈ Fq , the encryption function CE.Enc(sk, ·) is bi-
jective: for M1,M2 ∈G, sk ·M1 = sk ·M2 =⇒ logG(sk ·M1) =

logG(sk ·M2) =⇒ logG(M1) = logG(M2) =⇒ M1 =M2 and
for C ∈ G, CE.Enc(sk,GlogG (C)−logG (sk)) = C. Liu et. al use
this encryption scheme to build an efficient PSI protocol that
operates over 0- and 1-encodings of PPC inputs.44 We defer a
proof of correctness and security (in the semi-honest model)
of the PPC protocol to the original text [49].

C Private Approximate Equality Test

We provide two lemmas associated with the PAET step of
our PAMC protocol.

Lemma C.1. Suppose (sk,pk) is a BFV key pair. For all
(a,b) ∈ {0,1}la × {0,1}lb , we define ca and cb as

ca = FHE.Enc(sk,FHE.Pack1(a))

cb = FHE.Enc(sk,FHE.Pack2(b)).
Let ζ(ca,cb) = −2−1{(2 · ca− Ja) · (2 · cb − Jb)

}
+2−1{Ja · Jb

}
where we define Ja,Jb ∈ Rq as

Ja =
la−1∑
i=0

xi Jb = −
lb−1∑
i=0

xn−i .

44We present an elliptic curve variant of the PSI-based PPC protocol in
the Supplementary Information [56].
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Table 10: The transformation ranges that we use in our evalu-
ation of PHF predictive performance. For a given transform
type and level, we sample uniformly at random from the range.

Transform Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Rotation (∆◦r ) [0, 5] [5, 15] [15, 30]
Noise Addition (σ) [0, 2.5] [2.5, 7.5] [7.5, 17.5]
Cropping (∆c ) [0.9, 1.0] [0.75, 0.9] [0.55, 0.75]
Gamma Correction (γ) [−0.1, 0.1] [−0.25,−0.1]∪

[0.1, 0.25]
[−0.45,−0.25]∪
[0.25, 0.45]

Rescaling (∆a ) [0.9, 1]∪
[1, 1

0.9 ]
[0.75, 0.9]∪
[ 1

0.9 ,
1

0.75 ]
[0.55, 0.75]∪
[ 1

0.75 ,
1

0.55 ]

The polynomial pa,b ∈ Rt , defined as

pa,b = FHE.Dec(sk,ζ(ca,cb)) =
n−1∑
i

pi xi

yields Hamming distances
pi ≡ dH (a(i),b) (mod t)

for i ∈ [la − lb +1] where a(i) is the bit string a0a1 · · ·ai+lb .
Lemma C.2. Suppose (sk,pk) = FHE.Keygen(q,t,n,σ) is a
BFV key pair. For i ∈ [ nk ], all x,yi ∈ {0,1}k , we define cipher-
texts cy and cxi as

cy = FHE.Enc(sk,FHE.Pack1(y0 ‖ · · · ‖ y n
k −1))

cxi = FHE.Enc(sk,FHE.Pack2(0k1 ‖ · · · ‖ 0
k
i−1 ‖ x).

We define the polynomials p(i) ∈ Rt for i ∈ [ nk ] as

p(i) = FHE.Dec(sk,ζ(cy,cxi )) =
n−1∑
j=0

p(i)j x j,

yielding Hamming distances

p(i)(0) =
[ i−1∑
j=0

yjH ]
+ dH (yi,x)

where ‖yi ‖H = dH (yi,0k) is the Hamming norm of string yi .
Proof. From Lemma C.1, we know that

p(i)(0) = dH (y0 ‖ · · · ‖ y n
k −1,0k0 ‖ · · · ‖ 0

k
i−1 ‖ x)

=
[ i−1∑
j=0

dH (yj,0k)
]
+ dH (yi,x)

=
[ i−1∑
j=0

yjH ]
+ dH (yi,x) �

D PHF Predictive Performance
Table 10 provides the transform ranges that we use for

evaluating PHF predictive performance in Section 4. We
describe the construction of each PHF that we evaluate below.
Recall that the PHFs operate on resized and grayscale images.

• Average Hash (aHash): Compares each pixel intensity
(i.e., RGB mean) to the mean pixel intensity [13].

• blockHash: Partitions the image into blocks and compares

each pixel intensity to the mean intensity in its block [11].
• Difference Hash (dHash): Compares each pixel intensity
to neighboring pixel intensity [15].

• Facebook PDQ: Computes a weighted average of lumi-
nance using two-pass Jarosz filters, performs a discrete
cosine transform (DCT), then compares each value in
frequency space to the median value [18].

• pHash: Performs a DCT over pixel intensities, then com-
pares frequency space values similar to PDQ [12].

• Wavelet Hash (wHash): Performs a discrete wavelet
transform over pixel intensities, then compares frequency
space values similar to PDQ [17].

E Client-Revealing Protocols
The PEMC and PAMC constructions in Section 11 are

server-revealing protocols. We describe how to modify our
PEMC design so that it is both client- and server-revealing,
then we describe how to modify our PAMC design so that it is
only client-revealing. Recall that PEMC is equivalent to PAMC
with δH = 0, so our client-revealing PAMC construction can
also function as a client-revealing PEMC protocol.

Client- and Server-Revealing PEMC. Adapting the
PEMC protocol that we present in the main text to be both
client- and server-revealing is trivial: the Server can relay the
output of the protocol to the Client. This construction requires
further trust in the Server, however, which could misrepresent
the protocol output. In order to mitigate that risk, the Server
could send a zero-knowledge argument that ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) de-
crypts to 0 (Section 9.1). If ρ−x(Cy,C ′y) decrypts to 0, we must
have C ′y = sks ·Cy . Only the Server knows sks = logCy

(C ′y),
and the Server can construct a generalized Schnorr proof of
knowledge of this discrete log. The Server can make a non-
interactive argument in the random oracle model using the
Fiat-Shamir heuristic. The additional cost of generating the
proof is 2 EC point multiplications for the Server, and veri-
fication costs 1 multiplication for the Client. The additional
communication cost is only 2 EC points for each equality test.
Client-Revealing PAMC. The Client and the Server can

run a client-revealing variant of the PPC protocol (Sec-
tion 3.2 and Appendix B), where the Client learns whether
dH (x,y) ≤ δH (Section 10.1). This change results in a client-
revealing PAMC protocol. As above, this design introducing
an additional opportunity for Server cheating—the Server
could misrepresent its PPC input (i.e., a very large or very
small value) to induce a preferred PAMC output. We can
mitigate this risk by modifying the PTC step to prove that
0 ≤ px,y(0)− r(0) ≤ δH . This property is achievable by using
two PPC instances for each PTC, where the Server uses the
same input for both instances and provide a NIZK argument
that the inputs are identical.
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